Prior research on anonymous communication networks has focused, to a large extent, on achieving, measuring, and evaluating anonymity properties. In this work we address another important security property that has so far received much less attention, namely resilience against denial-of-service attacks that degrade the performance of the network. We formally define resilience and propose a metric for quantifying the resilience of anonymous communication networks (ACNs) against active adversaries. Our metric expresses the degradation in quality of service of an ACN as the decrease in performance resulting from the adversarial removal or disabling of network nodes. We illustrate the practicality of the metric by applying it to a simulated version of the Tor network, and providing an evaluation of the resilience of Tor towards various adversarial strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Anonymous communication networks (ACNs) enable users to communicate and access information anonymously over the Internet. Low-latency ACNs, such as Tor [6] , establish bi-directional channels that can be used by interactive applications with low-latency constraints, such as web browsing. Using an ACN, users can conceal the destination of their communications from local adversaries such as their ISP, as well as protect their identity from the destination itself, e.g., a website. Modern ACNs are typically overlay networks composed of a set of routers, also called relays, or nodes, over which communications are relayed to achieve Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. WPES'15, October 12, 2015, Denver, Colorado, USA. anonymity. In addition to providing robust anonymity properties, acceptable performance levels and strong resilience against both intentional and unintentional adverse network conditions are essential for an ACN that aims to sustain a broad user base. Evaluating these characteristics in ACNs requires formal definitions for the desired properties and a means to measure the extent to which the properties are satisfied by a given system design.
To the best of our knowledge, resilience, in terms of maintaining performance against active attacks has so far not been studied in the context of low-latency ACNs. In this work, we consider an active adversary whose aim, rather than de-anonymizing users, is to degrade an ACN service with the ultimate intention of rendering it practically unusable, and thus dissuading users from taking advantage of its protections. We note that this is a realistic threat: recently leaked NSA documents explicitly mention degrading the quality of service of Tor to discourage its use as a possible attack strategy [2] . Furthermore, such denial-of-service attacks can be deployed by adversaries with relatively modest resources. It may even be feasible for adversaries to deploy such attacks on short notice as a response to key events, such as moments of social unrest. An ACN failure at critical moments could seriously endanger users with a pressing need to communicate, who must then do so over unprotected channels. More generally, a sustained degradation of communication quality discourages users leading to a smaller user base, and thus to weaker anonymity [5] .
The resilience of a communication network can be thought of as "the ability to provide and maintain an acceptable level of service" [19] . This paper introduces a metric for measuring the resilience of ACNs that takes into account the different features and constraints of ACN routing policies. We aim at measuring resilience against active adversaries that want to degrade as much as possible the expected quality of service. We illustrate our metric with examples of various attack scenarios against a simulated Tor network, evaluating Tor's resilience against these attacks.
Related Work
Resilience is often measured in terms of network connectivity and failure rates [1, 18] . Dolev et al. [7] define the resilience of a network as the relation between the number of connected node pairs and the total number of nodes. Existing resilience metrics are, however, often inappropriate for ACNs as they differ from standard communication networks in several important ways. Firstly, the underlying topology of ACNs is often a near-complete graph, and as such connectivity is largely guaranteed. Secondly, in ACNs we are chiefly concerned with active adversaries who strategically attack nodes to degrade the ACN service, and thus the modeling of random failures is of less direct relevance. Finally, whereas routing policies in standard networks are usually aimed at minimizing cost factors and finding the shortest available routes, ACN routing policies are randomized to provide stronger anonymity properties.
Borisov et al. [4] consider an active attack in which the adversary controls a subset of nodes, and tries to deanonymize communications by deploying selective DoS attacks against honest nodes. In the attack, the adversary performs a DoS attack only when he cannot compromise a communication. The key idea is to force the user to re-establish the connection and thereby improve the chances for deanonymization, which is achieved when the first and last node of the connection are adversarial. Their proposed metric focuses on evaluating the impact of these attacks on anonymity, rather than on the network performance. Techniques that have been proposed for disabling Tor nodes are for example [8] [11] [3] . The strategies we consider in our evaluation aim instead at optimally picking nodes to attack to maximize the impact of the attack.
RESILIENCE IN ANONYMOUS COMMU-NICATION NETWORKS
Here we present our metric for measuring the resilience of ACNs. The metric does not consider connectivity, but rather measures the expected loss in the quality of communications (modeled as a random variable) when the adversary takes out a number of nodes.
Adversary Model
We consider an active adversary whose aim is to decrease the quality of service offered by some ACN. The adversary is not directly interested in compromising anonymity, but instead aims to discourage or prevent use of the network. We allow the adversary to select strategically the nodes to be attacked by a denial of service. The adversary might be restricted in different ways, such as only being able to remove nodes in a specific subnet, or country; being bound by the number of nodes he can disable; or being bound by the total amount of bandwidth that he can remove from the ACN. In our experiments we consider the latter case, in which the adversary can only remove a set of nodes whose combined bandwith does not surpass the adversary's budget.
Resilience Model
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. V and E represent, respectively, the set of ACN routers and the connections between them. Each vertex is labeled with a non-negative real number corresponding to the router bandwidth capacity. We define a route in G to be a finite sequence of distinct vertices and view a communication circuit from the sender to the receiver as a route through G. Definition 1. Let G be a graph. A routing policy on G is a set of rules specifying all admissible routes R through G, together with a probability distribution on R.
The routing policy thus determines which routes, selected from all possible ones, can be used for relaying communications, as well as the probability that a specific route is chosen.
Definition 2. An anonymous communication network
A consists of a graph G together with a routing policy on G and a set of users U .
For the purposes of measuring resilience we do not concern ourselves with details of how anonymity is provided, considering that this an implicit part of the routing policy.
Definition 3. Let A be an anonymous communication network with graph G and let X be a discrete non-negative random variable measuring the quality of communication in A, where the quality metric may be bandwidth, latency, throughput, or some other observable variable of interest. We define the quality QX (A) of A with respect to X as the expected value of X:
In our attack model we consider an adversary who wishes to significantly lower QX (A), which is achieved by removing a subset of nodes S from the network, which have a total bandwidth of c. We denote such an adversary as AdX,S.
Definition 4. Let A be an ACN on G and let AS be the the ACN obtained after removing a set S of nodes from G. The routing policy of AS is induced from A. We define the resilience of A against AdX,S to be
otherwise .
According to this definition, the resilience has an upper bound of 1. Considering an adversary who can remove set of nodes S having a total bandwidth of c, we define the resilience of A with respect to X to be
Thus, while R Ad X,S measures resilience with respect to the removal of an arbitrary set S of nodes, RX,c does so with respect to an optimal attack. Comparing R Ad X,S and RX,c gives us a measure of the effectiveness of an adversary's strategy. Our metric can be extended to measure the minimum number of nodes that, if removed, degrade communication quality by a factor δ. This factor is of interest both to ACN designers, to understand the resilience of their network against targeted attacks, and to adversaries seeking to attack the ACN most effectively.
Definition 5. The δ-threshold of A with respect to AdX,S is given by
MEASURING RESILIENCE OF TOR

Background on Tor
In the next section we apply our resilience metric to evaluate the Tor network via simulation. We give here a brief background on Tor [6] ; more information can be found at www.torproject.org.
To communicate anonymously through Tor, users first download the consensus from a directory server. Consensuses are generated hourly, and comprise a list of available Tor nodes, also known as relays or onion routers (OR), together with their contact details, such as IP address, public keys, and additional information like node bandwidth and various node flags. The client software then selects nodes from the most recent consensus (according to Tor's routing policy) to construct anonymous circuits. The first node is called the entry or guard node, the second node is the middle node, and the last node is the exit node. While all routers can potentially act as middle nodes, only some nodes are flagged as guard or exit nodes. Each node's operator decides whether that node should advertise as an exit node; guard nodes, on the other hand, are flagged as guards based on superior bandwidth and mean uptime. Nodes that are both guard and exit nodes are called guard-exit nodes. Finally, due to performance considerations, Tor's routing policy does not select each possible route with the same probability; instead, preference is given to high-bandwidth nodes.
TOR'S RESILIENCE IN TERMS OF LA-TENCY
In this section we examine Tor's resilience in terms of latency against DoS attacks. Latency is one of the main challenges of ACNs. User studies have reported reported user dissatisfaction with Tor due to its comparatively higher latency than normal browsing: [13] [15] .Given the latency increase inherent in Tor's use of three intermediary relays for each connection, even a minor increase in overall latency is likely to have significant negative effects on user uptake and retention of Tor as a whole.
The traffic flowing through Tor is highly variable and depends on the number of users and applications they use, which include mainly web browsing and file transfer. As the resources in the network are limited, heavier traffic can lead to congestion. In turn, congestion at the node level increases the latency for communications relayed through these nodes [17] .
To model Tor's routing, we define R to be our set of admissible routes in G, and R to be the probability distribution on R that is given by the routing policy. We define the latency experienced by a user u choosing a route r in an ACN as follows.
Definition 6. Let A be an ACN on graph G and let r be a route in G. We define a function Lu(r) that returns the latency of route r when chosen by user u ∈ U .
The nature of the function L is complex. Latency in Tor is affected by various factors including node congestion, propagation delay, and internet traffic-based delays, among others. In this work we make use of empirical measurements to obtain values for our function L, and consider the time until the first byte of a communication arrives, and the time it takes for the last byte to arrive. We denote these two metrics as 'ttfb' ('time to first byte') and 'ttlb' ('time to last byte'), respectively, and consider both separately. We note that there are other latency measures that can be taken into account as measures of interest, such as the round trip time.
Let R be the set of all admissible routes in G, and let L be the set of latencies of all admissible routes. We compute the probability of a communication having a latency l as:
Higher latency decreases the quality of service, and as such we define the quality of communication as:
Exp can be replaced by other appropriate statistical measures such as first quartile, median, and third quartile. Note that we are considering QL u (A) to represent the quality for a single communication.
Resilience against latency reduction
In this section we demonstrate the practical use of our metric by evaluating attacks that aim at increasing Tor's latency. For this we perform experiments using the Tor simulator Shadow. We assume that the attacker is capable of taking out 10 % of Tor's bandwidth. Hence, for each consensus the attacker takes out nodes, following her attack strategy, until 10 % of the bandwidth has been removed. We consider two attacks and investigate their impact on Tor's latency. In the first attack the adversary chooses which nodes to remove according to their bandwidth. In the second the nodes are chosen taking into account their geographical location.
Attacking nodes according to their bandwidth.
In this set of experiments we want to investigate the effect of removing nodes of a certain bandwidth on Tor's resilience. We investigate the question: "given an adversary that is bounded in bandwidth, what has more impact on Tor's expected latency, taking out a few big nodes or a larger number of smaller nodes?" For this we compare two node removal strategies. In the first, naive attack, we remove the nodes with the highest bandwidth until our adversary limit is reached. In the second, which we call distributed attack, we remove nodes with lower bandwidth until the limit is reached. Specifically, we do not attack nodes that are in the top 7% of largest bandwidth nodes, and attack instead nodes of high bandwidth outside that subset. Since the ttfb of the web user is equal to the ttfb of the bulk user, it is not included in the graphs.
Attacking nodes in different geographic regions.
In this experiment we want to investigate the effect of removing nodes in different geographical locations. We have three strategies for this experiment. We remove nodes from North America, Europe, or Asia and compare the effect of performing DoS attacks on nodes located in these regions. Within each region we chose the biggest nodes possible until the adversary's capacity was reached.
Experimental Setup
For our experiments we used the Tor simulator Shadow [10] , which simulates a downscaled version of Tor. We used two different user models in Shadow, a web user model, where the Tor user sends only small web requests, and a bulk user, which uses Tor for large file transfers. We used the 1.9.2 Shadow version. The Shadow simulator has the advantage that it simulates the network environment including the Tor users. However Shadow also has limitations, it needs substantial computational power, and running a Shadow simulation with the same size as the Tor network is infeasible in a standard computer. Another limitation of Shadow is that its routing policy corresponds to an older version than the one currently implemented in Tor, meaning that there are additional weights that are not incorporated in the current version of Shadow [14] . For each execution of the simulation we chose a set of guard lists. This led to differences of up to 2 seconds in the measurements. The choice of guards has a very large influence on propagation delay. The geographic distribution of the relays also has a strong influence on the propagation delay. Note that in Shadow, the downscaled network is not representative of the geographic distribution of Tor, but rather the general Internet [9] . The geographic distribution of the users modeled in Shadow is based on [12] . Note that data from different consensuses are not independent, as the same routers are likely to appear in many consensuses. As such, we picked consensuses that were spaced some time apart, selecting one consensus at random from the first week of each month in the first half of 2013. This approach also aims to reduce daily, weekly, or other seasonal effects on the consensus. Shadow uses one script as input for the simulation, the so-called host file, which contains a list of nodes and users that are used for the simulation. We chose the number of servers, users and relays to closely match the Tor topology. For user activity we follow the model presented in [9] , where web clients repeatedly download a 320 KiB file while pausing between 1 to 60 seconds after every download. Bulk clients continuously download 5 MiB files without pausing. The perf clients download a file every 60 seconds, with 75 clients downloading a 50 KiB file, 75 clients downloading a 1 MiB file, and 75 clients download a 5 MiB file. The network size for our Shadow experiments was 394 relays, from which 201 were middle relays, 73 exit relays, 91 guard relays, and 29 exitguard relays. The user set consisted of 1080 web clients, 120 bulk clients, 225 perf clients and 350 file servers. Attacks are simulated by removing the targeted relays (based on each of the attack strategies) from the host file. In Table 1 we list the number of nodes removed for each attack.
Latency Measurements and Resilience Results
In this section we review the results of our latency experiments. Since the propagation delay causes a significant variance in our measurements we chose to take time to last byte (ttlb) for bulk users as our measure of interest. Compared to other measures (such as time to first byte for either interactive or bulk users) the ttlb is rather influenced by the delay caused by congestion. In order to decide on the effectiveness of the attacks, we chose as a measure of comparison the expected latency of each attack. In Table 2 we show the mean latency measurements for 6 consensuses picked from the first half of 2013 under the naïve, distributed and regional attacks for the ttlb for bulk users. The trend in our latency measurements is that the distributed attack is more effective and increases often the expected latency more than other attack strategies and particular is more effective than the naïve attack strategy. For the regional attacks, attacking nodes in North America was most effective. In Table 3 we show the resilience separately for ttlb for bulk users. We show the resilience for the cases when the quality of communication is represented as: expected latency, first quartile latency, median latency, and third quartile latency.
Discussion
Our latency measurements show that the the distributed attack is slightly more effective than the naïve attack, sug- gesting that Tor is less resilient against the distributed attack strategy and that taking out smaller nodes can be more harmful for Tor's latency that simply taking out the highest bandwidth nodes (for a given total adversarial bandwidth budget). In Tor, the available capacity is often not fully used because of the /16 IP subnet conflict rule (meaning that circuits must not contain two nodes within the same /16 subnet). This is in particular true for big nodes, which are often clustered in a small number of /16 IP subnets. When attacking medium sized nodes, the adversary decreases bandwidth in more of these /16 IP subnets than when taking out big nodes. Our measurements also show a trend when attacking nodes from US. This can be due to two reasons. First, the nodes located in in our sample data were smaller in bandwidth than in Europe and hence the number of nodes removed was higher. The second reason might be related to the Alexa websites used for the downloads which are mostly located in North America (270 out of 350) which increases the propagation delay from the exit node to the destination website when the exit is outside North America. Moreover, we see that with our DoS attacks, which disable 10 % of the networks bandwidth, the latency has only a modest increase for most measurements (with a few exceptions) indicating that the network is relatively resilient against our attacks. We note as limitation that since Shadow experiments are resource intensive, we used a significantly smaller network size compared to the whole Tor network which is currently approximately 7000 nodes [16].
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a metric for measuring the resilience of anonymous communication networks and demonstrated its practicality by applying it to a simulation of Tor. Our main observation was that attacking a larger number of medium-size nodes is more effective than attacking a smaller number of big-size nodes, for the same total bandwidth. We note however that our experiments suffer from a number of limitations, notably the downscaled version of Tor, and that larger-scale experiments are needed to confirm that these results hold in larger networks. Some open questions following this work include measuring the adversarial resources needed to degrade the performance of Tor to unusable levels, and finding optimal adversarial strategies for node removal.
